








































Recreation junior Pot /McMahon, whose hangout is the 
Seventh  Street 
side of the Home Economics Building, is shown sticking up for his 
Recreation 97 class, by sticking up a poster, that is, advertising the class's 








Recreation 97 is noted for its contribution to the SJSU cultural scene 




















By John Weiland 
An unexpected
 move for a faculty 
referendum
 calling for SJSU 
President
 John Bunzel to resign was stymied by 
parliamentary procedure in 
Monday's 
Academic Senate meeting. 
The motion by AS. President 
Steve  Wright came during his address
 to 
the senate and was not 
allowed
 because it violated the 








The Academic Senate expressed 
fear Monday that mounting 
publicity about the campus rape 
crisis would drive
 away students. 
Senate debate grew hot over the 
wording  of a motion by five student 
senators who sought senate support 
for safety me;sures and education 
devoted to the 
problem.  
The motion passed when the 
description of the problem was 
changed from a "drastic rise in 
rapes and the climate of 
fear on 
campus in 
recent  weeks," to "two 




climate of fear." 
"I worry about what
 we're doing 
to 
potential  enrollments," Academic 
Vice President Hobert Burns 
said 
regarding the motion. 
Burns admitted the "concern 
was real and 
present."  
Dean of the Faculty Robert 
Sasseen
 also worried about the 
consequences of the motion which 
cited the 
problem




to be concern, but 
not
 this panic,"
 he said. 
"One of the
 problems is the 
distorted
 picture caused














state  and 
national 
press  of 












 had been 








 is in 
charge  of 
university  security,
 said local 
high 
schools are warning
 their students 
not 
to
 come to SJSU 
because
 of the 
publicity. 
Fullerton
 explained that two 
new 
peace officers were
 in training 
for 
the university
 and 15 
CETA 
positions 








 rapes have 
occurred  on 
campus
 this year, Fullerton
 said. 
In addition, 
she  said, only six 
occurred




 the senate chambers,
 
Fullerton said 
she didn't knoi, how 
many 
attempted
 rapes may have 
occurred on 





Taken aback at the
 realization 
of his error, Wright moved to return 
to new business
 where his motion 
could be heard. 
His 
second  motion, requiring a 
two-thirds majority, was defeated 
with 18 senators for
 and 13 against. 
Unable to present his case to the 
senate, Wright merely described 
what was contained in the request 
for Bwizel's resignation, which was 
called for in an AS. Council motion 
from Mitch Chambers, Kevin 
Johnson and Joe Trippi of the 
council. 
The motion details charges 
against Bunzel and states he 
has  not 
fulfilled his legal responsibilities 
and has lost the trust and confidence 
of the students, faculty and com-
munity.
 
"I'll take it to the executive 
committee so it can be placed on the 
agenda the following Monday," 
Wright
 said. 
Wright  said it was significant 
that the vote was 18 in 
favor of 
allowing  his motion to be heard, 
indicating a number 




was  also at the 
meeting,
 said Bunzel had received
 a 
copy of the 
resolution  but had 
refused to meet with Chambers
 and 
him 











 Trippi said. 
"I was perturbed by the
 fact 
that many who 
voted against 
hearing  the discussion were ad-
ministrators, such as Burns 
and  
Fullerton," Trippi added, referring 
to Academic Vice 
President  Hobert 
Burns and 






sympathy  to 
Wright's
 
attempt to at least 
be heard. 





Kichung Kim said. 
However,  one 
senator
 asked if 
the As. would
 also sponsor a 
student 
referendum  on the 
issue. Wright 
replied 





Support for the 




























when  it is 
brought  up 
at 
















 man was arrested
 
Monday 
morning  and 
charged  with 
the 
rape  of an 
SJSU







Booked into Santa 
Clara County 
Jail
 was Johnny Ray 
Morris, of 272 
N. Seventh
 St. 
There is no connection between 
this incident and 
similar  sex -related 
crimes in the SJSU 
area,  according 
to 
Sgt.  Earl McClure, 






 known the 

















































 the recent 
past  and 
was told 
to leave each 
time by the 
woman.  
After receiving information 
from 
the victim, Robinson used the 
computerized police department file 
and arrived at a possible address for 
Morris in the
 campus area. 
Robinson then went to the ad-
dress where 
he
 found Morris and 
made the arrest. Morris 
was  booked 
for  
rape, false imprisonment, 














































By David Koenig 
There are no candidates yet, but 
Sociology Professor Robert Gliner is 
pushing ahead with his scheme for 
open election of top campus ad-
ministrators. 
What began as an innovative 
form of protest against rigid ad-
ministration policies will become an 
election on Nov. 7 and 8. 
"Any student, faculty member, 
administrator...or resident of the 
community" may vote for, or run for 
one of seven positions. 
On Oct. 4, The Daily 
published a 
letter 
written by Gliner accusing 
SJSU President John 
Bunzel of 
incompetence in dealing
 with low 
faculty 
morale,
 the deteriorating 








 loss of 
liberal arts 
enrollment  and lack of 
initiative 













only  way to 
achieve  that is 
to 
elect officials. 
The letter was signed by 19 
professors.  
Dr. Robert Gluier 
Candidates 
must
 run in seven -
person slates, which will be ac-
cepted by the 
A.S. Election Board 
until Oct. 31. Independents
 will not 
be 
allowed  to run, to "reduce the 
chaos, given 
the time element in-
volved," Gliner said. 
The 
positions






































 Guttormsen ); 
dean












 going to 
try  to make 
this  
a big 
event,"  he 
said.  "This 










students  and 
faculty
 a chance
 to sit 
down  and 
talk 






"It will be a real educational 
thing for faculty and students 




aware  that 
the
 election won't count, but
 it will 
be meaningful." 
Wright said 
the issue of the 






occupy  those posts. 
Gliner
 said the election
 will 
"focus people's










 faculty  
(members) 










Academic  Senate 
has not taken 




departments  will 
formally







carrying  the 








































said  he will 
run










will include "some students, 
faculty and people from the com-
munity." 
Wright 
said he is "not sure" 


















































































































































































































the  Bay 
Area.  





other  state 









wife  would 
rather 
have  him 
around
 the 
house  more 













 still have 
quite a lot 
of friends 
back 






















 tried to 
resign  from 
Eastern 





to quit, but they
 took a dim view
 
of that,"
 he said. 
"So I made
 them a 
proposition. 
I said, 'If 
you'll  fly me 
home  
every  other 
weekend,  I'll stay 
with you.' 
"We  have a 




















and now I 
seem to 




said. "In the winter, I 
fly back via Dallas. And 
in the 
fall
 and spring, I go through 
Chicago,  
when the weather's better."
 
Although by now a 
seasoned  traveler, 
Inwood said 
he
 hasn't been able to avoid the 
curse of the long-distance
 commuter -jet lag. 
"When I get home
 to San Jose every
 other 
Thursday night,
 the family 
expects
 me to 
sparkle.  But, you see, it's now
 midnight back 
where I got up in the 
morning. And on my first 
morning home, I'm always ready to get up at 
4 a.m. But nobody else is." 
Inwood, who 
teaches
 three economics 
courses 
in addition to his 
administrative 
duties,  takes justifiable





 career in 
his life. 
"My department 
has increased from 25 to 
105 majors,"
 he said. "That's 
over




It's obvious the school appreciates the 
former SJSU professor,
 as the student body of 
Eastern
 last 
year named him 






strong.  I 
guess  
that
 shows the 
old  horse still 
































wanted  $99 from 
SJSU  student 
fees














 money on such a 
futile cause would 
be a serious 
error on the part of A.S. 
Bunzel's




 has been 
documented  in the San 
Jose Mercury 
News, the Wall Street Journal and other 
publications.  






publicity  stunts to 
make
 its anti -Bakke 
position  clear 
to nearly 
everyone  on campus. 
Both Bunzel
 and RSB members
 have been straight-
forward in 
presenting  their views






 has made it clear 
that he has absolutely
 no in-
tention of meeting
 with the RSB on the 
Bakke case despite its 
persistent demands. 
An advertisement in a newspaper
 would do little to 
change






 of rapes 
in the SJSU
 area has 
underlined 
the need














have  been 















































By Gary Peterson 
News item: Consumer
 advocate 
Ralph Nader recently invested 
$10,000 of his own money to organize 
a group called the Fight
 to Advance 
the  Nation's Sports (FANS), through 
which he wants 
taxpayers,  who he 
believes subsidize major sports, to 
have a say in the trading of players, 
quality of stadium concessions and 














































































































































































































































































































































































Anne  Tong 
object. You're supposed to check 
with our office first on player 
trades.
 
Remember, the average fan is the 





"Screw the fans? Now listen 
here, Charlie, I used to be a pretty 
fair minor league pitcher before I 
became a fan. You're
 not dealing 
with some yutz 
here. I have a list of 
demands drafted at our last FANS 
meeting I'd like to read to you. 
"First, we think 
anybody  who 
can look at the American League 
West 
standings  and smile when they 
see the A's in last 
place  should get in 
free. 
"Second, we would like more 
ice  
in the Cokes and less 
water  in the 
beer. 
"Third, the usherettes
 need new 
uniforms, and last,
 we miss Charlie 
0, the mule, and 
we'd like to see 
another jackass 
out at the games. 
"What  about
 me? Let's 
not get 
vicious,
 Charlie. Back 
to
 this Vida 
Blue trade. As I 
understand  it, you 
claim you 
couldn't afford his 
salary? 
I 
find  that hard to 
believe. How 
much was he 
making  here? 
"How much? 
"Hey, 
Charlie,  hate to run
 but I 
have
 to get a move on 
if I'm gonna' 
whip this arm





























 on nowadays 
and  you 
will hear songs 
about sexual delights
 
in the afternoon 
and  no one does it 
better  than you and 
that's  the way I 
like it, 
uh-huh




 leave your 
lover.  
The word 
"lover"  in this context 
is not to be 
confused  with "love." It 
is a 
purely sexual term 
referring to 
someone who 
performs an act. 
Sex in music is hardly new.
 But 
there used to be 
an
 element of loved 
attached.
 





impermanent.  In the 
early '60s you 
would never hear a 
song 













happened  to AM radio in 
the 
past 15 years? Where are 
all  the 
little surfer girls who 
used to make 
our hearts mushy 





































































































 the kids 
in
 this state are 
products  of broken 
homes it is 
natural  that the 
old ideals 
of 

















Delight"  even the 
13-year -olds 
understand. 








 liberation has 
also 
played a part 
in Dan Cupid's 
downfall. 
It





































































































































We interpret the 
recent rash of 




 manifestation of the 
anti -woman attitudes
 prevalent in 
our 




 coming down from 
the 
authorities  on 
campus
 would 
lead one to believe 
that they are in 
collaboration
 with the rapist! 
Instructions  to 
women  on 
campus have been, 
in effect, to 
behave like 
victims;  to submit so as 
not 
to further antagonize the at-
tacker.  They advise 
that
 we curtail 
our activities 
by locking ourselves in 
at night, and impede
 our education 




 to saying if you don't 








 not to encourage 
a 
victim  mentality in 
women,
 but to 
teach women
 how to protect 





 their bodies, as well as on 
their personal




 should fulfill the
 
requirement for General 
Education  
and would 
not emphasize passive 
resistance,




is a potential rapist 
discouraged 
when he knows that the 
advice  these women 
have
 been given 
is to submit 
and offer no resistance? 
Increasing the number
 of police 
officers on campus 
has not only 
proven
 ineffective, but is exactly the 
kind of protective meusure that 
perpetuates the problem.
 The ef-
forts of the police should not be used 
to patrol the campus, a futile at-
tempt at best, to "protect"
 women, 
but to find these rapists and lock 
them up. A just court system, in 
which rapists were prosectued, 
sentenced, and never seen on the 
streets again, would go a 
long
 way 
toward ridding us of this problem. 
The solution is not to 
penalize 
the potential
 victim by forcing her to 
lead a 
cloistered life of 
fear,  but to 
teach all women
 to be strong, self-
sufficient, and physically trained to 
be ready and able to fight
 for their 
lives, so that 
no self-preserving 























 of my 





 some of 
you 








At the outset I 
wish  to say that I 
suffer 
under no illusions
 about the 
likelihood
 that a 
democratic  form 
of 
governance




 I do feel, 
however,  that 
such






 years I 
have  seen the 









There is no 




 in the 
determination  
of 
policy to a 
greater  degree 
than  in the 




level.  However, 
the ultimate 
decision
-making  power 
still  resides 
in the
 office of the president.
 
For many  years I have had the 
dream that democracy, 
which  is so 
strongly  advocated outside
 the walls 
of the
 university, would
 one day 
become a 
reality  inside 





















could be little 
hope





So "the letter" 
represents tcrrne 
a first step in the fulfillment of a 
dream. Very likely 
we will not 
advance beyond 
the first step. 
But then, who
 knows? There 
may 
be others who 
will  decide that 
democracy, 
at

















After reading the Oct. 14 letter 
by 
journalists





 prose and word 
usage, I've concluded
 that they have 
a rather limited
 knowledge of both 
subjects. 
It is true that the
 word "viable!' 
signifies an organism's capabliliti 
of biological development. But the 
word
 is also defined in
 Webster's
 
Third New International Dietioniq 




would  seem 
that
 the two 
journalists did 





 problem is that 
these errors  were 
committed by 
students of professional writing. 
It 






 their best interests ifl 
mind, 










Use  a larger 
dictionary. 
2. Read more
 books. Usagt 
and punctuation are not confined to 
one or two definitions in Webster'l 
Collegiate Dictionary. 
3. Stop implying that scientisti 
hoard the meanings of words. 




prose  for the Spartan Daily. : 











may someday have 
quite a command of 
the English 
language. If and when you do, if you 
insist on being parvenus, at 
least  try 
to be graceful parvenus. 
Charles
 Miller 
Biochemistry  Junior 
October 19, 1977, Page 3 
 

















 Chi fraternity's 
"Derby Days" activities last week, the 
recreational program
 of Camp Coyote, 
Agnews'  residential facility for the 
developmentally disabled, has 
$3,500
 to 
spend for recreational 
equipment. 
The money was 
raised as part of a 
nationwide Sigma Chi tradition, 
initiated in the 1930s. A week is set 
aside  
each year to raise 
money for charities. 
For two years, SJSU's 
chapter of 
Sigma
 Chi has chosen Camp Coyote as 
the recipient of its 
fund raising ac-
tivities. Last year it raised 
$1,400  for the 
facility.
 
Money  last week was raised with 
the assistance of Alpha
 Phi, Delta 
Gamma, and Chi Omega 
sororities  
along with a group of independent 
sorority women, called 
GDI (God 
Damned Independents), 
who are not 
actively involved 
with the sororities. 
During the week, 
each  sorority 
competes
 against the 
others
 to sell 
advertisements
 to local 






 member of Sigma
 Chi is 
also responsible for selling 
ads.
 
Other funds were 
raised by the 
sororities through such
 means as 
auctioning 
off dinners and bottles 
of 
wine. A dance sponsored  by 
Sigma Chi 
was also held. 
Alpha  Phi sorority won a 
trophy for 
raising the most 
money. During the 
week  it raised $1400. 
Delta
 Gamma and 
Chi Omega




 for fundraising 
"We're thankful for 
the help of the 
sororities,"
 said Alan Kessler, 
"Derby 
Days" 
coordinator.  "Without 
their
 
help, we couldn't have done it." 
"It's a 
week  of competition 
com-
bined with a week of 
fun," he added. 
"But 
it's
 not that we just 
have fun. In 
my 




 Director Elaine 
Cardinale
 said that although
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There  will be a 
faculty  
book talk today 
at 12:30 
p.m.  in the Faculty 
Dining 
Cafeteria, Room A. Dr. E. 
Swigart from 
the English 
Department will discuss 
his book "Little America." 
   
Spartan
 Gardens is 
sponsoring a 
paper  drive 
this
 week. The bin is 
located 
on
 7th Street in 
front of the Engineering
 
Building and is open from 
10 a.m. to 
2 p.m. For in-
formation call Debbie 
Madsen or Jeff 
Norment  at 
277-2189.  






will hold a meeting today
 at 
12:30 p.m. 




are invited to aiscuss plans
 
for further 
action on the 
Bakke
 case. 





 will hold a 
meeting today





   




sponsored by the 
SJSU Women's Center 
today in the 
S.U.
 Am-
phitheater from 12 to 3 p.m. 




















meeting  today at 
3 
p.m. in the













Informing students of 
their rights and 
responsibilities  and acting as an 
aide in 
protecting


































A.S. Attorney General 
A.S.
 Office, 3rd Floor 
Student Union, SJSU 



















































 to get 
soaked. This 
is a problem 
that 
SJSU faces  
as well as 
most 





 we aren't 
quite as profit 
motivated  as 








"We'll sometimes pay 
more money than a 
professional 
promoter  to 
secure 
an act, if we know 






















money  or both. 
Outside
 promoters, 
such as Bill 




make  life miserable for
 the 
college 
booker. A college 
promoter has
 to wheel and 
deal and outmaneuver 
the  
outside  promoter any way 
he can to be at all 
suc-
cessful. 
"Colleges have to be 
slick and pay
 the premium 
price,"  said Tom 
Shymenski, booking agent 
for Santa Clara 
University.  
"In certain respects 
colleges 
do
 have some 
advantages. You have 
complete control over 
ticket 
prices,
 who you want 
to work for you 
and  what 
night you want to do the 
show. 
"At Santa Clara the 
social 
presentations  are the 
concern of the campus. We 
want 
to make the 
university a place








































C/ 'Me III 
:Ind See OW 
"We go for the financially 
safe 
acts 






Maltby,  Foothill College. 
comfortable in. To that 
degree we can justify 
losing money on a par-
ticular 
show." 
Most colleges try to 
book the safe 
acts
 that have 
a 
strong




won't work for 
Graham
























"I'd like to 
see us book 
some 




 but it is such
 a tough 
market with 
all  the com-
petition. 
Because  of 
this,  
the 
performers  tend 
to 





 act that 
isn't  on 
good terms 
with  Graham," 
Collins said. 
"Such is the 
case  with Frank Zappa. 
He's got a new 
album  out, 
he wanted to 
play in the 
Bay Area and he didn't 
want to work for 
Graham.  
When 























































































agreed that only student 









Senior and graduate students who will have earned 
a degree this semester must re -apply if they wish to 
continue their enrollment for spring semester. 
Applications may be filed as soon as possible. For 
further information visit the Office of Admissions, 















and  amend policy 
concerning  
the recreation
 and intramural 
programs of 
the University.
 The student members
 are 
appointed  during the 
Spring semester and 
















Third floor, Student 
Union 
respective campuses 
couldn't make a show 
successful. Most figured 
that an average of 12 
percent to 25 percent of 
their student 






 San Jose 
as 
a heavy
 market for ticket 
sales," Collins said. 
"A Stanford student 
who  wouldn't go to a 'Day 
on the 
Green'  might come 
to Frost 
Amphitheater  to 
see a show because of the 
atmosphere,  but off -
campus people make up 

































































in agreement that you
 need 
separate people or 
separate 
committees  to do 
each kind of show, such as 
rock and roll versus more 
mellow music. 
Also, a major factor
 
seemed to be 
that the first 
time 
you  do a 
show
 it is 
more expensive
 than the 







































don't  know why 
anybody 
wouldwant
 to do 
it  
I 
Tomorrow:  The 
Spartan 
Daily takes
 a look at the 
budgets 












































Nmllih.  New York 




































 2 p.m. 
1:00, 














If you're looking for the bank that can do the most for 
you, chances 
are you'll be looking into Bank of America.
 
We offer a complete 
range  of basic student banking services: 
College  Plan  Checking.
 Personal Choice Savings Plans, and if you 
qualify. Student BankArnericard Visa overdraft protection. 
and more. 
Including Consumer Information Reports to provide you with 
the kind of straitt.trnthe-point facts you need to know about 
banking. establis ing 
credit,  financing an education, and many 
other 
subjects. 
Our Reports cover a range of topics. And you can pick up your 






AMEA.CA WAS. IAPABEA loic
 





 what we want that matters. What
 matters is what you want 
And that's why were hoping we can 




 more you know about






want to bank with the bank that
 can do you the most good. 
both
 
in school and after. 
Quite a few Californians think that's us If 
you  look into it 
thoroughly enough. we think
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 OR Is 
RICH FREEDMAN
   
Denver  stops champs 

































































































































































































 now, it 
was our 
biggest  win 
of the year,"
 the 
swift  Bronco 
said of the 
Raiders' 
debacle. 























































 about the 
same  
personnel














 toss and 
dashing
 18 yards for
 a score, his 










 33 yards. 
"Fred's
 been my 





"I've  had some of 
my
 best games 
against  
him. But then, 
you have to. 
He's
 such a great 
receiver."  
Wright, and 
apparently  his 
teammates,  were 
not in 
awe 
of football's title 
holders.
 
"No team can 
beat  us man for 
man,"
 Wright insisted. 
He 
said the lopsided
 score made no 
difference to 
him,  
as long as the 
Broncos won. 
"No matter




win  by one point, 20 
or 30," he said. "Just
 so you win." 
All


















don't  care what 
people  say about 
us,"  Wright 
said.
 
"As  long as we 
keep
 winning." 
Wright , the fastest man on the Denver team, has run 
the 40-yard dash in 4.4 seconds, which 
explains why the 
Spartans recruited him on a track scholarship. 
The 6-foot -2, 
I95 -pounder, 
posted
 a 9.6 in the 
100,21.2 in 
the 220 and




 in the East-West




 Wright went to 
the  Broncos. 
Denver obviously thought highly of him, as he was 
picked ahead of Rick Upchurch (4th round and Pro Bowl 
punt returner) and Rubin Carter I 5th round, starting nose 
guard and cover boy for last week's 
Sports
 Illustrated). 
"Yeah, I've been doing okay,"






























































 for the 
game, 
scheduled
 for 7:30 
p.m.





sale in the 
ticket  office for 
$1. 
The 
ticket  office, 
located 
in front of 
the 
men's  gym on San 
Carlos 
Street, is open from
 10 a m 



































































































 to SJSU 
SID Jerry 
Walker,
 there are 
seemingly  more 
people
 in the 











There is also 
more  than one 
All -
America 
team, not to 
mention All -
Conference,
 All -Coast 
and All -
Freshman  teams,



















 team is also 
selected 
by college 






 the crowd. 




 are combined 
to





 the most 
prestigious
 




those picked by the Sporting 
News, Time 




 and Kodak, all of 
which  
makes it a wonder 






 in the country who 
doesn't 
go home without one 
award  
or 
another after the 
season. 
A few years 
back,  SJSU Athletic 
Director Bob 
Murphy  was SID at 
Stanford 
University when
 a fellow 
named  Jim Plunkett 
was  winding up 
a fairly decent
 college career. 
Not only was Plunkett
 an All-
American candidate,
 he was also a 
candidate
 for the Heisman
 trophy, 
given annually 
to the best college
 
player 
in the nation. 
As SID, it was 









By Brian Hoey 
The SJSU women's volleyball 
team upped its con-
ference record to 4-2 as the Spartans
 whipped Santa Clara 
University in three straight
 games Monday night. 
Coming off a 
loss Saturday night




 in the 
nation,
 the splicers
 humbled the 
Broncos 15-2, 
15-3
 and 15-0. 
The 
Spartans played in a relaxed manner,
 laughing 
and  joking between games while
 coach Jane Ward sub-
stituted freely. 
"It was a fair match," Ward said,
 "but Santa Clara is 
really 
weak.  Not a whole
 lot of trouble. 
"Our loss to Berkeley 
(Oct.  7) really hurt us. 
Volleyball is a very 
psychological  game, unfortunately.
 
It's the kind of game 
where  you can't make up your 
errors."  
Her team 
committed  very few 
errors
 against Santa 
Clara,  but the women 
have been victims 
of
 their own 
emotional
 ups and downs on the floor
 in previous matches 
that have left both them
 and Ward frustrated. 
One of the 
toughest
 opponents the 
Spartans  will face 
this 
season is Stanford, which
 they play Thursday in 
Maples Pavilion at 8 p.m. 
"If we can get our 
mental part of the game
 together, 
wc can beat 
anyone," Ward said. 
"Stanford
 is one of the 
toughest 
teams up here (Northern
 California), but it's 
more a mental 
thing with them than anything
 else. I 
personally don't think they're that good." 
The Spartans travel 
to UCLA for a 7:30 tilt against the 
Bruins Friday night. 
let the media and other schools know 
-a little bit about this Plunkett fellow. 
"The 
position  I took when I was 
at Stanford was to let him i 
Plunkett)
 
win it (the Heisman ) on the playing 







who  tend 
to
 be 





























that  time 


























































we've  had out 
here the 
past  few 
years, I 
think West 









 hurt the 








Babe  Ruth 






 runs to 
give the 
New  York 
Yankees  
their
 21st World 
Championship
 in an 8-4 
win  over the 








 gave him 
a total of 
five  
for











 hit three 
home runs 







1928, both times 
in St. Louis. 
Jackson 
completed  
the  series 

















 out to a 
quick 2-0 
lead  in 
the top of 







Smith  who 
reached  on 
an error, 




Yanks  tied 
it
 in the 
















 a long 





 homer in the
 Dodger third 
to 
take  the lead,
 Jackson's 
heroics 
began  in the 
bottom of 
the  fourth when
 he clobbered









Torrez  went the







 a two-run 
shot  in the fifth
 
and added the 
record breaker
 that brought 
down the 
House  that Ruth 
























Sonya  Satre 
looks on 
in













 and Jerry 
Bevans,  
both 
injured  in the 3-1 
loss 












"Its still too 
early  to 
tell if either 
one will be able 
to start, but both are 
practicing 
this






 a senior 
defensive
 standout












































































































Friday  night after 
dropping a 




wiching an eight game 
winning streak between a 
season opening
 loss and a 
current two game slide, 
pretty
 much have to win 
their six 
remaining con-
tests to be 






start at 8 p.m. on the 






































































































Mon. -Fri. 7:30-4:00 
OFFIR 
GOOD
 FOR All 
Rugs  





11th and San Carlos 
While


















To the JV poloists, the 
record  shows promise for a 
bright future, 
and is at any 
rate better than the var-
sity's 3-10 mark.
 
The junior varsity is 
made up 
of freshmen and 
other players who do not 
ordinarily see much action 
at the varsity level. In 
contrast to the days of the 
early  '70s, when 40 to 50 
would show up for 'polo 
practice and the JVs were 
a bonafide team, this 
year's group is a 
sometimes thing, 
mustering perhaps a full 
team 









poloists  have 




Davis  JV 






























Assistant  Coach 
Shone  

























Apanasewicz as the most 
"heads up" 
player  on 
either squad, varsity or JV. 
"Thad is more
 aware 
of what's going on all 
around 
him than anybody 








































































Jam, Art senior u,-,es clay
 
to 







Of Mice and 
Men:
 Foxy Robert Fox,
 psychology 
professor,




 Union with lots of 
little rodents. He is 
using the 
furry little beasts 
for  experiments. ( 
Better  the 
mice than me is 
my philosophy). And 
why does the brick 
building have 
little  squares of peeling 
paper all over 
it?o "The art 
department tried a 
couple
 of years ago to 
make the 
building  more 
attractive,"
 the Fox said.
 Note to 
the art depatment:
 Try again. 
 
  
Marching  to a 
different 
drummer



















doing for the 
last few years












 said that a 
band director
 and assistant




 and "by 




SJSU had one of 
the "five or six 
top bands" four 
years 
ago. Will we 
have an award





up a new band 





   
With only two
 weeks left 








 to me 
by Mark 
Rosenberg:  "It's 






 I can't 
believe








 Eau Gallie High
 School says he 
has
 often boosted
 his team's 
morale  by biting
 off the heads 
of live 






 says he was 
ordered  to stop 
after  his antics 
. got 
wide -spread 
publicity,  but he 
feels his 1-3 
record  this 
year is being
 used as an 
excuse to 
make
 him stop. 
: "Last 
year
 we were 
winning.  People 
would  have loved
 
:it," 
Larry  Canaday 





will  use this 
as
 an excuse to 
pick on 
:football." 
Message  to 
football
 coach Lynn 
Stiles: With a 3-
:3 recordhow 
do




   
-:1In Full
 Bloom: When 
she's  not planting 
flowers, Mary 
;Rafferty,
 the first 
full-time  SJSU 
woman  gardener, 
is 
Svearing them.
 One of her 
favorite  items of 
jewelry is a 
sour inch,
 dangling pink 
and lavender 
fuchsia  earring. 
   
from the 








 to the 
numerous 
 typographical
 errors in 
the paper, but
 one would 
think  the 
Department of 
Journalism 
would  know 
better.
 
On the first 
floor  of the 
Journalism  
building
 there's a 
picture
 of John 
McLain,  now 
the


















John  is all too 
familiar
 with typos. In 
1969 he won a 
second award. On his 
gold trophy his name 
was 
misspelled. 
HELP: Items for this 
column are urgently 
sought,  
needed,
 desired, etc. Type or scribble
 your bits of gossip 
and news and 
leave  them in The Daily Ideas 
box
 in the 
Student
 Union information booth












sizeable  investment. 
Rob
 McNabb can





 tailoring life 
in-












































By Isabella &Whoa 
"I have 
no qualms 
about nudity. I 
enjoy  
modeling and 
the money I 
earn from it," nude male 
model, Fred 
T.
 Hill III 
said, echoing other models' 







supporting myself. There's 
no stress and I 
don't  have 
to worry about work when 
I'm at home," Hill said. 
Joyce said she started 
modeling in 1965 because
 
the minimum
 wage was 
$1.35 and a modeling
 job 






modeling requires no skill. 
It's the only 
"dumb"  job I 
can 
get, she said.1 
She added that she 
likes her job because she 
finds it pleasant to work 
with people. 
"Since 
there is no 
overhead, and no wardrobe 
to buy, I only have to 
worry  
if I notice a blemish on my 
rear, or something like 
that," she said. 
Ann Marie Bliss, who's 
sole means of support is 
modeling, doesn't agree 
that nude 
modeling
 is easy. 
She says it takes con-
centration,
 endurance and 
effort to get work.
 
The SJSU textile arts 
major  believes in being 
professional.
 "You don't 
just plunk yourself down." 
"1 may 
work  10 hours a 
day between two
 or three 
colleges, the 29 -year-old 
high school
 dropout said. "I 
have 26 






13 -years -old 
for a painter who told 
him 
he had good lines, said he 
does his 
best
 to "try to give 
everyone
 a different 
view."  
Hill tries to 
keep some 




with the class. 
He wants students to 
realize, "I am alive; I do 
exist." 
Bliss agrees that the 
student should 
be aware 
that a model is a "human 
being, not a 
mannequin." 
Students can accept 
a 
nude  model up on a 
pedestal,
 but when you 
walk around, students feel 
your  cover is blown, and 
react tensely, 
Hill  believes. 
Hill notices that 
some
 
students are inhibited and 
will not get 
personal  with 






 he tries to talk 
to them, he said. 
Hill 
recalls a class 
where  one 
flabbergasted  
older woman
 had a hard 
time
 accustoming herself 
to his stripped appearance, 
and asked, "You don't  even 
have a 
fig  leaf?" 
Hill says some 
students  





and  no 
wardrobe
 
to buy, I 
only






my rear,  or
 
something  like that.' 
Bliss believes
 that 
modeling complements her 
artistry. It is good ex-
perience to be around other 
artists and see how
 they 
work, she said. 
Though she enjoys her 






and have no 
security. 
Modeling is a seasonal 
job. There is no work in the 
summer. And in the winter 
she 
gripes  that SJSU is not 
heated, and the 
coldness
 is 
agonizing for a model. 
Bliss complains that 
models have to 
pay  for 
their own transportation to 
jobs. 
In addition, frustration 
strikes when 
amateurs, 
who may model just for the 
thrill of it, 
take a job away 
from people who are 
struggling to 
make their 
living from modeling. 
Bliss 
and Hill both 
argued 
that SJSU should 
raise 
their  wages of $4 an 
hour,
 which is 
the  lowest in 
the 
area. 












one  to 50 
poses  in a 
three-hour 
session. 
The  class 
usually 
starts
 off with 
short  action 
gesture 






 is what 












model  in 
class.  
Hill said his first nude 
modeling job frightened 
him,
 because he nervously 
pondered what others 
thought of his body. But 
now he is used to his bare 





















































































Elizabeth  Hanson, said 
nude models don't 
bother
 
her at all. If anyone has 
any  objections to it they 
should not be in an art 
appreciation
 class. 
Curley does appreciate 
the body. He cannot help 
but 




 the women 
models  are gorgeous. 
Hill 
and Bliss agree 
that society sees nude 
modeling  as "dirty and 
immoral" but Bliss 
stressed  that nude 
modeling
 certainly is no 
"hustler situation." 
Hill comments, "I 
treat it as my job. I have a 
body that's unique, and you 
pay me to draw it. That 





indecent, Hill plans to keep 
modeling. He considers 
it a 
great job because one can 
do it all his or her life, he 
said. 
Hill believes teachers 
will let anyone 
model,  for 
the sake of 
variety. Older 













like to give students 
experience  with 
drawing 
the 







































man's  musculature 
is hard 




Bliss  also wants to 
continue 
modeling,  but 
contrary 
to what other 
models say, Bliss doubts 
that she can
 make enough 
money just by modeling. 
Hill and Bliss said they 
do like to see the pictures 
drawn 
of them, but Hill 





Hunter says he tries 
to do 
something  different every 
time with 
his  class. He may 
not go as far as dragging 
a 
nude model across the 
floor, which 





 or on plexiglass,
 






Hunter  said. 
Mellow Van 
Morrison 
music creates a relaxing 
atmosphere
 in class, as 
students try to capture the 



































A student captures the nude models
 Contemplative 




Life Drawing class which 







An evening of 
im-
provisational 
jazz will be 
presented  at 8:15 tonight in 
the Concert 
Hall





performing will be out-





saxophone, Joey Means on 
trombone, Bill Cherones on 
baritone saxophone,
 
pianist Mike McCandless 
and Dean Fazio on tenor 
saxophone. 
In addition to 
the  solo 
performances, a number of 
jam combos will round out 
the 
evening with routines 
ranging from swing
 to 
progressive and creative 
jazz. 
This is the first in a 
series of performances
 


































 and Dorthy 
Hamill 
regularly  $10.00 
NOW $7.00 
Blow cuts reg $7.00


















































of the Performing Arts 
Oct.
 28 and 29 
$4.00 
in advance ( 
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TONIGHT,  7 










































wife  and 
one 










































counts  for 
50 percent





































































 feel that 
sleeping pills
 are the cure
 
for 




















opposite  sex  
By Rick 
Cotta  
How much do 
you  know about the 
opposite
 sex? The 
following 
test  may convince 
you  that you don't 
know
 as 
much as you think 
you do. 
The test was 
given by Dr. Joyce
 Brothers, 
psychologist 
and author, to a 





 San Diego. 
Score 
one point for every 
correct  answer. All 
answers  
are either
 true or false. The 
answers
 that Brothers gave
 




 started by the 
wife. 
2. When 
dining  out, men 
order
 old standbys 
while  
women tend to 
experiment
 with more exotic 
foods.Trut  
3. 
Women tend to be 
more





4. Women are 
more likely than 
men  to go to pieces 
in 
trying 
or stressful situations. 
5. Women have 
more nightmares than 
men. 
6. Men get 
more  colds 
than
 women. 
7. Women change their
 minds more often 
than  do 
mea.  
8. Men voice more 
complaints about 




9. Women lie about age 
more  than men. 
10. Most husbands are





1. True. Brothers 
said  that wives start nine 
out
 of 11 
arguments with their husbands. 
She pointed out that 
males of most species were  disinclined to fight with 
females of the species. 
2. True. Studies have shown, Brothers said,
 that men 
prefer basic foods that they will eat throughout life, while 
women are more inclined to experiment. 
One interesting side note: Brothers said that people
 
who enjoy food the most are also likely to enjoy sex the 
most. 
3. False. Brothers cited a University of Southern 
California study which showed 
that women are more 
prone  to depression and 
anxiety
 than men. 
4. 
False.  Women become
 flustered over 
minor  an-
noyances,
 said Brothers, but where 
matters of life and 
death are concerned, they
 are much less likely to "go
 off 












































































































sttli Ironwood Drive. San 
mArAMmden&Curtner
 
5. True. Studies have 
shown  that women have about 
twice as many 
nightmares  as men, said Brothers, 
and 
women also 




 Men get two colds for every 
three women 
get, Brothers said. 
7. False. Brothers pointed
 out that women generally 
take longer to make up their 
minds  than men, but once 
they have formed their opinion it is not likely to change. 
Brothers added that studies have shown
 men change 
their mind two or three 
times as often as women. 
8. False. 
Wives complain about money
 problems, 
alcohol and
 drinking habits, physical abuse, lack of af-
fection and general 
antagonism,
 Brothers said. Men, 
however, usually complain chiefly
 of sexual in 
compatibility, she 
said. 
9. False. The myth that women 
lie about their age is 
not true, Brothers said.
 She said more older men lie about 
their age than older women. 
She added, however,
 that men tend to shave only one 
or two years off of their age. When women lie 
about  their 
age, they usually 
exaggerate
 much more, she said. 
10. True. Brothers said that men and women are 
essentially equally intelligent. Women still tend  to be 
attracted to men they can 
intellectually look up to, though, 
and men shy away from women with more brains than 
them, said Brothers. 
She cited one report that showed
 men who marry 
women significantly brighter than they are, or 
significantly richer, increase their probability of heart 
attack by 50 per cent.
 
When tested on people from all walks of life, not one 
ever got all the answers correct, Brothers said. If you got 
all the answers correct you should probably write the 
sequel to this column. 
If you got one to three correct, pick up a copy of 
Human Sexuality by Masters and 
Johnson.  If your score 
was from four to six, you did pretty good. Seven to eight is 
superlative, and nine puts you in the same class as Mae 
West or Rudolph
 Valentino. 












































































good  cup 
of coffee 
and a 
couple  of 
donuts. We're
 centrally 
located  at the 




 and will 
pick up and
 
deliver  if 
you wish.
 
Give us a 
call 
























person  becomes too 
dependent
 on sleeping 
pills, 
he 
may  also 
take
 high 
doses  of pep 
pills  to keep 
him 
going during
 the day. 
"If 
this  problem 
continues,





vised  period of 
withdrawl 
which can 
take  up to two or 
three  years," 
Kankin  said. 










 tension and 
psychiatric  
disorders.  
The  cures stem 
from  a 
change  in 































 apnea is 
the 



































































who  suffer 
from  typical
 jet lag or 
work 
a 
























































often,  you may 
find 
it hard to get

































































 available at the 
Associated Students 
Third floor, Student 
Union  
SWIVEL *5 1* 
MLA  LIM facapiler 
AU rai &LACS Of 1111181 MAT PIN 



























































person can come to 
us 
and  claim that they 
are 
not getting
 any sleep and 




that they are getting 
5-6 hours of sleep," Kankin 
said. 
At the health center 
here on 
campus very few 
people go in and complain 
of 






























































































































BALL  LINER:A 
MAGNIFICENT  












boring  tO read the 
way  
most people are aught 
This way 
you  look at 
a 




 it's still free. 





 briefs a week. 
the average student takes 
all week to 
prepare  for 







"Ifs easy Once you 








"I had C's in high school After 
Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics. 





















lot easier this year In fact, you


















incredible secrets to easy speed reading, better concentration and greater comprehension 
Taught in more
 than 300 cities
 throughout the U.S. 
It's
 easy. 















ROOM  No. 102 
EVELYN WOOD READING 
DYNAMICS
 












By Rick Cotta 
How would you like working at a store and having no 
place 
nearby 
to park? Or 
how 
would  it be 
if 
you  got 
chewed out by the boss for something you think you didn't 
deserve -and then had nobody to talk it over with except 
the guy who chewed you 
out? 
"Little" things like that are what is leading student 
employees of Student Union to form a union to 
represent
 
their interests in dealing with 
management. 
"Our goals are not to overthrow the management of 
the Student Union," said Leah Kenworthy, a member of 
the union. 
Instead, she said, they are trying to resolve
 petty 
grievances and problems between employees and 
management.  
The fledgling Student Union Employee
 Union has 
support of about half 
the S.U.'s student employees, ac-
cording to Claudia Eastman, a member of the steering 
committee organizing the union. 
Eastman said the 
idea  of a student employee union 
was
 formulated last summer at the annual employee 
retreat. 
In a meeting held 
Wednesday, the new union 
established a constitution and its membership. The union 
will
 be composed of one representative from every 
department in the Student Union, and officers will be 
 -elected at the next meeting, Oct. 21. 
Kevin Johnson, a 21 -year -old 
graphic
 design major, is 
also a member of the 
steering  committee. He said that a 
union
 would give students someplace to take 
grievances.  
"If an employee has a 
run-in  with a supervisor, he 
-.would have someone to go to other than the supervisor 
himself," 
Johnson  said, adding, "We feel there should be 
some recourse 
for the student who gets the shaft." 
One of the issues
 the organizers would like to address 
is parking. 
"It seems that we should get, as student employees, 
some 
kind  of parking area," Johnson said. "Student 
employees have no parking facility other than the loading 
dock, and we 
can't use that during the day." 
Eastman, the S.U. employee representative, said the 
parking problem is especially critical for women who 
work in the Student Union because of the recent rise in 
sexual assaults. 
S.U. Manager Ron Barrett said he has no objections to 
..:the formation of a student employee union, and doesn't 
see  "any problem at all." 
- Barrett said he didn't know if S.U. management 
would recognize the new union as the official represen-
tative of student employees.  That depends, he said, on if 
the union is truly representative of all the students who 
work in the Student 
Union.  
He also said he didn't know how far management 
could go to 
accommodate  union demands. 
"We may not be able to accommodate their concerns, 
but we can talk them over," Johnson said. 
Eastman 
also said an employee union will increase 
communication between student employees and make 
things "run more smoothly" in the S.U. 
"There's a lack of interaction between the 60 people 
who work as student employees in the building," Eastman 
said. "You would think we act as a family, but a lot of 
times we don't even know who each other are." 
Students represented by the new union are those who 
work in the S.U. information center, 
games area, 
browsing library, scheduling office, graphic design shop, 
audio-visual office and the student custodians who keep 
























 in SPA 
funds while 
serving
 as the association's
 
controller
 during the 1975-













for $250. At 
this rate, 
the debt will 
be paid off in 






































embezzling  student 
funds,  
has started 
to repay the 
































































ensons  imports. 
Anatolia lops for Me 
price  01 
one. A specialty import 


















student's budget in mind Come 
in and 
browse Open 5 days a 
week. Monday thru Friday, 10 to 
6. 1186 Lincoln Avenue, San 
Jose 797
 















 Rental Training 251 
2614. CALL for Price List. 
HEALTH 
food Sandwiches, 
PROTEIN SMOOTHIES, Fresh 















Friendship Gardens at 1300 
Snorer  Road. near Keyes Come 
and Spend a 
relaxed  morning 
or 
afternoon enpoying a 
Japanese  
lunch A quiet study area is 
available 
There are more than 
100 oriental 
teas and 10 
gourmet  
coffees
 from  which to choose 
The 
Teahouse  
Facilities  which 
include
 a seating capacity
 tor 
more than 200 are available for 
group meetings at no charge 
The Kelley 
Park Gardens and 
Teahouse will 
make  a 
gorgeous
 
setting for a wedding and 
reception 
Catering  anb Wed 
ding 
Photography are available 
at low 
student rates. Bride keeps 
the Wedng Negatives and all 
color
 prints. For complete 
details, 
please call 








Emarni  and Robert Taylor ST F 
Enterprises,
 1150 
South  Bascom, 
Suite 13. Phone 288 5515 or 629 
7671.  
ASPEN, COLORADO 1978. The Ski 
Club will fly to Aspen Jan. 14-21. 
The 2nd meeting of this year will 
be held Thurs 
Oct 13,-7 30 pm 
in Old Science Room 
112 All the 
details of the Aspen
 trip 





Corp. will be 





 to join 
in order to fly 
to Aspen.  
Skyline
 
Sports will give a 




fashions. Coming up is 
the Ski 
Club's annual Costume Ball, 










 GO FOR III
 







 postpaid  CB 
Functional  Resumes 
lull 
Mwavalte
 Ave., Los Altos 94022. 
WILL
 PAY 515-20/mo. for space in 
house or 




pottery studio Rich 253 7705 aft 
430  
CALL TM 
CENTER AT 247-8963 TO 
GET 







Presenting  lectures and 
discussion groups in 
yarn
 
psychology, human com 
tnurbcat.OnS and psychic 
awareness 272 0680 




 Thurs., 300 pm. Cost:
 




The SKI CLUB Is throwing 
its 
annual HALLOWEEN 
COSTUME  PARTY, Oct. 
28.  
Friday nit*, 9 pm, at Brew:
 
Hall, corner of Central and  
Campbell Ayes.
 Live Ether 
lainment. and we'll
 provide the 
refreshments. 
Party  from 9-




 with a 
costume






















to have  great time? 
(Don't  
forget about 
ASPEN!) GO FOR 
IT I 
HEY ALL YOU 
lovely
 "Plant 
Mamas" and "Plant Papas' 
consider yourselves
 very for 
tunale to be reading these 
words Because I 
am
 going to 
introduce
 you to a "health food" 
which 




piness, happiness to all your 
"little green 
children  ." They 
will 
thank you forever 
by 
throwing out their arms till you 




them from taking over 
your "pad" This 
"health
 food" 
is called Marsh's VF II It's the
 
plant food 
everyone  is talking 




"magic juice" for 
all  thOte 




human  conditions in 
houses and 





 the help 
they









calling him yOur 
"Galloping Chuck" 
after a few 
drinks of the magic "VF -11" 
potent. 
And you'd better bolt 
down
 your




Jowl!? Your "little green 
children" are going to get
 only
 
"high" on this stuff. They will be 
so healthy in so short  time 
you'll
 
find a whole new ex 
<Omen, 
in "Plant Peron 
Mood " "VF 
11" has been 
known to have 
reincarnation
 






 Ilsose plants you think 
are
 deceased you'll be shouting 
HALLELUJAM as you watch 
them come back to life Our 
mono is DON'T LET YOUR 
PLANTS GO 
TO
 et HEAVEN.. 
USE "MARSH'S VF 11"... You 
Can purchase 
this  great plant 
food















 shoos in yo, 
area For 
locations  closest to 
if..










 Rattle for a hot air 
balloon 






















There will be an 
inaugural  meeting on  
Saturday
 
Oct 22 in 
Guadalupe
 Rm
 of the 











All  work 















house calls in central S.J. Phone 
Dan 356-474 eves. 
WHEELS FOR SALE? 
Incredible
 
offer to SJSU students 
Photo  
ado for only 
$780 runs until you 
sell (max 
4 wks) Call AUTO 
VIEW 
"The
 Vehicle Shopping 
Guide." For details call 247 7469. 
1974







 Must see 
to appreciate 
$7400 or make 
offer. 
Call  Kit 2933029 
GREAT '74 
VEGA,
 one owner, low 
mileage,
 auto, trans., new tune 
up, 
vinyl  roof.  
$2,000.






'66 Chew. IMPALA, 78,000 mi. now 
tires, radiator, ball joints x link. 




BOOKS, LEVI'S SALE Hard cover 
.69. Levi's 








pendant.  and pyramid,
 
compass  and 
booklet
 all for 
095
 
only. We take 
items on con 
signment.
 11 am to5 
pm or 




 194 W Santa 
Clara  
St., San  Jose. 
STUDENTS 
AND SENIOR 
CITIZENS 10 percent 
DISCOUNT
 on recycled 







Angle's Attic 555 S. Second St. 








Mexico  1 for S2300. Call 
now to 
order 
yours-  all Orders must be 
in before Oct 15 Call 265 9175M
 
F before 1 15 or 
after  11:15 
anytime Sat. and Sun. 
OFFICES FOR RENT. 
3rd St. and 
San 
Salvador.
 Month to month
 
oth 















your own small 
business  for only 
$1600.294
 6727. 
BOLEX 816 EOM electric 
16 Mtn 
prof. movie camera, 
wAvaterproof 
case 599$  997 
0235.  













 BUSINESS -SCI 
CALCULATOR.
 Excel. Cond. 
All Acc. included. 
Orig. 6175. 
SIM/offer. 9371159 after 6pm. 
HIDE A -BED Sofa. Dbl. sloe. 520. 
Hoover up right Vac needs
 
minor repair 570 GE portable 






 after 30 pm.
 266 4935 
SHREDDED  FOAM rubber. 50 
cents
 










 Call Rich 277 
3181. 










 filling. 295 




 MUSTANG. Black 
wirnathe neck w/tiardshell cafe. 
2 mo. old. Like now. 
Must  sell. 
SITS.
 Call Roger at 923 5709. 
TYPEWRITER: Smith Corona 
manual,  portable wires,.
 Only 
18 mo. old: 575.00. Call 
Cf. 
Winter.  964-9381. 




AM -11 track, Good Con-
dition. MO 
or
 best offer. 
Call  
Kurt or Antoinette 
320  1675 of 
736
 7451 
HELP  WANTED 
EARN 
EXTRA INCOME





































8350  Park 
Lone,






and Board plus salary Los 
Gatos Hills,  
Call 353  2488 after 5 
pm. 











Mac 012661453 Btwn 6 7 P.M. 
LEAD VOCALIST
 WANTED to 




TYPIST CLERK, City Clerk's 












answer  phone, 
typing  
xeroking,  filing and 
other 
clerical work in city municipal 
office. Applicant must be 
cleared 
through  Financial Aids 
Placement
 Office. Contact 





















 S. America, 




monthly.  Expenses 
Paid,
 
sight seeing Free inform 
Write international Job Center,
 
Dept.
 SEI. Box 4490, Berkeley, 
CA 94704,
 
PHOTOGRPHER with own 
darkroom facilities to 
shoot  campus 




 277 2860 
ATTENTION  WORKSTUDY 
students! Exciting  positions 




 Aids off Ice for 
details! 
TEACHING MAJOR to correct 
papers 





 BRIGHT furnished room
 in 
large  mellow home in Willow 
Glen Minutes from school 
Male or female Kitchen 
privileges phorse 





SALE.  Family home
 
for sale for first time in 
$5 years. 
3 br, 2 bath,
 large kitchen, living 
and 









669.080. Talk to your rich
 Aunt! 





 South lath S?  
STUDENT TO SHARE
 2 bedroom 
apartment. Nan
-smoker,  no 
pets. S112.30/mo.plus  
537.50  
deposit. Call after
 6:00. 2461319. 
FOREIGN STUDENTS: We are 
looking far female foreign student to 
share
 3 bdrm. home,
 
washer/dryer, Meridian/Hills-
dale. After 9 pm.269-311. 
Rm in home Meridian/Hillsdale. 
Priv, entry 
warp!,
 bath and 
Rich piveleges. $125 rno After 6 
pm 






month  old 
Lab  
Pub  
Female Lost on 
300 019 of 5 


















meets  every Thurs 
at 8 pm in the 
Almaden




OS. U is an informal 
club






























about  50 











 10 6 
Dance a 
Disco dance.
































VOLUNTEERS needed to work wrh 
disturbed children Peninsula 




needed  Work on a 
















































personal  and 
selective  









 be allowed in free
 with 
this
 ad. Unlimited 
in 
in 






 late 20s, would like 
to 
care for your 
home,  plants 
and pets from 
Dec  '77 to Jan 
'79. Most
 be within commuting 





 Write S. 
Kirkpatrick,



























eves. 7 pm 10111 










 tensions, improve cir 
clation, 
normalize all body 
functions Private treatments 









 and phone 
number
 on my 
clip board in the Peer Drop In 
Center, SU Diablo room. Next 
Reflexology class Nov. II and 
12, Friday eve. 29. Saturday 
morn. Oil. Class
 at 1540 Los 
Padres
 near El Camino Real, 
Sala Clara. 
LOSE10-29 .114s. in One Month 
drinking  






 Back Guarantee S25plus 
tax/molt. 






 DAY Sexuality Workshop for 
men and women. Sunday, Oc 
tabor 30th. SIO. Call Women', 
Community  Clinic. 217.4322 ext. 
22. 
DIVORCED WOMEN'S support 
group starts October TOth, 4 5 
30 
Thursdays Sliding scale feel 
Call Women's Community 













Friendship  is 
everythtng thanks, Cat Woman
 
LAURA 
Enough  of our shy smiles 
and small
 talk Let's open
 












lips, but you're pretty. Generator. 
HI - 




















DAVID  RUNYON 
Have you talked 
to Dick
 about those tapes
 yet? The 
Lone Haranguer 
HEY 








while listening to bop In 
Jan 147. 
Just curious, 
from  one stare to 
another. 
R2 D2: Bettor watch out. "The LOW 
Haranguer"
 might steal






cannot  be 
conquered
 in the world 
Only 













Term papers resumes theses 
senior 
projects

















102,  ORCHARD 
BUSINESS PARK,








 form. 9 a.. 9 
p m 
Phone Margie
 Reeves, 996-1265. 
TYPING  SERVICE 
Qualify work. 
Fast 
Reasonable  rates South 
San Jose 




 Your  insurance 
man on the Calrelpys Cn lake 
care of all 
yourninsurance 
needs .auto, HOME. RE N 

















convenient  for you  on campus,  






























Error free w/I BM 










 PARENTS available 





beetle situation for 
any 





Full 14 hour care 
available,  
including  
taking  the 
children  10 
and
 from their 
own 















 cared for Low
 rates 
Discount




 further details 
call 




AND  ACCURATE 
Got a 
deadline?
 We can 
meet it 
for






 And we do 
typewetling, 
too!












Student,  you 
may
 qualify






















convenient  to you 
Call























accurate, al -s -d 
reasonable 
too. Try me 
in West 














Resumes  typed 
and printed 
510 
















Orchard  Business Park.
 
Orchard 








Enrolling  I 4 It Olds M F I. 
30 






MUSIC  AND 
MONEY,




prices.  10 
to
 50 per 
tem  
DISCOUNTS
 on over 100 Maio. 
brands of TVs. CBs. 
Radios
 
tapes.  Auto Music 














































 costly stereo equip 















































 price S7 50 
JMJ 
PHOTOGRAPHY 7937000 J. 
PaSeo
 Or San 
Antonio   
between 1st and 



















 . Hong 































































 Roi B Davis
 





Advisorsi. 505 S 10M 
St 
at 






































One  Two 
Three  hour 
ohm 
day,  dn. 
I 
tiara  11.50 
2.00  2.25 
2.10 

















additional  hnr add: 
.50 
.50 
.50 .50 50 



























































 Is t 
SEND





 DAILY CLASSIFIED 
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY 

















 WO relunds on
























Are you all right?" the woman asked 
the 
dummy,
 leaning over him and shaking 
him. 
Receiving no reply,
 she proceeded to 
tilt 
his head back, pinch 
his nose shut, and 
blow  several blasts of air 
into
 his mouth, 
making
 his plastic chest rise 
and  fall as if 
he 
were
 really human. 
The dummy, nicknamed 
"Andy"  by 
staff members 
of




is one of three 
specially  con-
structed models 
being  used for the 
practice of cardio pulmonary
 resuscitation 
(CPR). 
The woman is 
one of several SJSU 
student 
trainees  from the Athletic 
Department  who took part 
in
 one of the 
SHS classes and 
received  a Red Cross 
Basic CPR 
certificate. 
CPR is an emergency 
method of 
treatment of cardiac 
arrest due to heart 
attack, 
electrical  shock, suffocation, 
etc.
 
When breathing ceases and 
the heart stops 
beating, 
CPR is the best chance of saving 
the victim's
 life. 
The first step is to position
 the victim 
on his 







trying to talk 
to




shaking him, the rescuer leans 
over 
his face, listening  
for air coming 
out  
of the 
mouth  and nose 
and
 watching the 
chest at the 
same  time to 
determine
 if he is 
breathing.
 
If there is no 
breathing, the initial 
blasts
 of air are given. The pulse is 
then  
checked in the groove
















 of the hand 




 the lower breastbone.
 
CPR is a combination of mouth 
to 
mouth 
respiration and cardiac com-
pression, alternating two
 breaths of air 
with 15 thrusts. Using this method, it is 
possible to 
revive  someone who is 
clinically dead I no 
pulse or breathing. 
CPR can be learned 
ins few hours, but 
some instruction is necessary 
since  im-
proper 
technique  can result in internal 
bleeding, rib fracture 
or rupture of the 
liver. 
The SHS courses are 
conducted
 by Dr. 
Raymond Miller, SHS director, and 
Oscar  
Battle, Health Educator.
 They are not 
available  to the public but 









trainers,  who 
are
 responsible for the 











































 ask him 
about 









"It's  rewarding 




 itself, you 
could save 
someone's  life," said 




 who passed the 
CPR 
course,
 as she leaned 
forward to ad-
minister a series of 




















Jim  Hooker 
If you're 
in the market
 for a specialist
 in the field
 
of psychic 
phenomenon,  the 
"Psychic Yellow
 Pages" 
might be a 
good
 place to let 
your fingers 
walk  before 
you  do. 
Carol  Cocciardi, 24, a 
1975 SJSU graduate,
 and her 
sister Mary are
 authors of the book 
cataloging  mystics, 
healers






 for the book started 
about  a year ago, 
when the Cocciardi
 sisters, curious 
about  psychic 
phenomena,
 decided to hunt 
down some of the most
 
widely respected
 psychics in Northern
 California, 
interview  them, and catalog 
this
 information in a book. 
After conducting 
some 500 interviews 
over  a period 
of about
 a year, they selected 
130 of the most in-




The next stop was 
a local "vanity 
publisher,"  who, 
for a fee, printed the books and
 bound them. The result 
was the "first comprehensive
 guide of its kind in the 
Bay Area." 




When Carol first came up with the 
idea of a 
comprehensive guide to 
psychics  in the area, she 
admits she was "not really serious about the venture." 
"After talking the idea 
over with people, we began 
to
 get positive feedback about the idea," Carol said. 
With encouragement from friends and acquaintances,
 
the project was born. 
Both sisters said that Northern California, in-
cluding San Jose, San 
Francisco,  Monterey, Santa 
Cruz, Sonoma and even as far away as Sacramento, 
has a "high 
concentration"
 of experts in the fields of 
psychic arts. 
In their 
interviews  with these practitioners, the 
Cocciardi sisters looked for purpose,



















mittee and the Campus  Security 
Advisory Committee, despite all the 
attention those issues are drawing, 









































There are four 
positions for 
students on the Affirmative
 Action 
Committee and two on the 
Security  
Committee.  Applications are 
available in the A.S. office. 
The Affirmative
 Action Com-
mittee  evaluates the 








 policies and makes 
recommendations to the Academic 
Senate. 
SJSU 
Affirmative  Action Officer 
Stephen Faustina serves on the 






Committee  reviews the security
 
needs of the 
university and makes
 










two  community 
members and one University 
Police  
officer serve 
on this committee. 
According to 
McFadden,  these 
committees will 
meet  whether they 
have 
student




 hundred people 
attended  
the anti -Bakke 
rally,"  McFadden 
said, "yet 
they don't try to 
get  on the 
committee and 
work  for change 
within the system." 
Recruiter
 says no 





 at the 
U.S.
 Navy recruiters booth 
in the Student Union,
 ac-
cording to Jo Dee Catlin, 
Navy lieutenant in charge 
of the campus 
recruitment.  




two hours Monday against 
Navy recruitment on 




























































The recruiters, IA. 
Rick Chavez said, had been 
unsure  whether they would 


















I reg. $19-23) 


































reputation as a means of selection for the "Psychic 
Yellow 
Pages." 
Rather than undertaking the project solely for ego-
gratification
 or financial interests, the sisters said 
their primary intention was to 
write  a  book providing 
the readers with a "sensitivity and open-mindedness" 
to the psychic world. 
Beyond that, 
however,  both sisters said they felt 
"compelled" both by interest and curiosity to write the 
book. 
Most people, they said, think of psychics as gypsies 
draped in bright scarfs gazing intently, and often 
deceptively, ieto crystal balls. To hear Mary and Carol 
tell it, nothing could be further from the truth. 
"Most of the psychics interviewed for the
 'Psychic 
Yellow Pages' were not 'fly-by-night operators,' who 
take the customer's money and skip
 town," they ex-
plained.  
Although they admitted that the psychic field does 
have its share of 
frauds, they quickly added that most 
psychics are "doing a 
valuable  and needed service." 
"Psychic phenomena are based
 on results," Mary 
said. Therefore, the purpose of the 
interviews  was to 
determine  the "effectiveness" of the various psychics 
before describing them in the book. 
Do the sisters have any advice for people who are 
looking for a psychic? 
"Some of the predictions 
given  by psychics can 
leave impressions on people, especially bad predic-
tions," Carol said.
 "You have to be careful and 
cautious."  
"Go  to a psychic as though you're going to a 
surgeon,"  she added. 
The whole purpose  of the 
"Psychic  Yellow Pages," 
they said, is to provide
 a guide for persons who may be 
confused 
about  psychics in the area. 
Currently, there are 10,000 copies of the "Psychic 
Yellow Pages" in 
print. It is sold in most local 
bookstores, including the Spartan Bookstore. 
What's the next project for the "psychic sisters"? 
They plan to continue writing, and are 
now con-
sidering 
the  possibility of doing a sequel to the 
"Psychic  Yellow Pages." 
"We've just scratched the surface of the number of 
psychics in Northern 
California,"
 Carol said, "but we 











On this date in: 
1971: Author
 Alex Haley, as a guest of SJS creative 
writing instructor Barnaby Conrad, told students of his 
search for his African heritage. 
"Roots"  was still five 
years from publication, but Haley had already been 
working on the project for seven years. 
1972: The Job Corps Center at San 
Antonio  and llth 
streets  was the site of a demonstration. Groups 
protested for rights of the Job 
Corps  students and 
charged the 
administration
 of the center of ignoring 











 ( API -Chris Phillips will 
be atle to 
play high school football 
despite  an artificial leg tha: a 
national group ruled was "ineligible 
equipment."  
The approval
 came from the New
 York State  
Public High School 
Athletic  Association, 
which  said 
that 
Phillips could join the 
freshman team at 
Shenendehowa
 High School this weekend. 
Phillips had been 
told




 Schools that his artificial




 protested and the 
federation later said it 
would leave the 
decision  up to the stale's




extensive  medical 
advice,
 the state 
association
 ruled that Phillips
 could play for the 
Clifton 
Park school. The 
ruling  applies only 
to
 the freshman 
team, 
though,  and the 
association
 said it would 
review  
the 
case at the end of 
the year to decide 
whether 
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A GREAT GIFT IDEA 



























 money order 











 P0 Bo, 1339 
Downey





X 11" piece 
at
 paper
 in fifty 
words or lest 
neatly  
prim or type
 your description  
at
 a -SWEET 







4'.. 0 X 99,- 1010 envelope)











 of  "SWEET 
EARTH 
WOMAN" TShirt Each additional




























 deadline FEBRUARY 26, 1976 
4 






 physical appearance and 
personality














 There will 
be no lies All 
decisions  











































winning is dependent on the number 
o 
 
6 Federal  
slate and lord laws 
apply  Tao on all prizes
 is the
 sole 
responsibility  of each winner
 
7 For a list of 




envelope 10 the 
contest address 
